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Contributors

ankur anavkar is a postgraduate student of department of life 
Sciences, university of Mumbai.

yojana bhagat is coordinator and asst. professor at the 
department of pali, university of Mumbai, since its inception in 2007.  
She is a Vipassana meditator since last thirty five years. Her first PhD 
is in ‘impact of vipassana Meditation on buddhist architecture’ and 
the second in ‘Mnemonics in pali literature” both from university of 
Mumbai. She represented india internationally and is associated with 
oxford centre for buddhist Studies, oxford.  She teaches threefold 
pattern of pariyatti (learning through listening, reading, discussing etc), 
patipatti (actually practising what is being learned) and pativedhan 
(developing our own wisdom through experiential knowledge) as 
taught by the buddha.

vinita kaur chiragia is one of the three co-founders of the 
architectural firm 'Design Jatra Architects and Planners', village -Geti 
pada, Mukkam Murbad, post veti, taluka dahanu, dist., thane. She 
practices environment friendly and climatically responsive architecture 
in the rural context in the state of Maharashtra. 'Design Jatra' focuses 
on self-sustained and self-reliant community development where 
architecture finds its way to fit within its social, culture and economical 
back drop. it focuses on designing houses using naturally available 
local materials, utilizing local skills and building a community through 
the activity of construction. She worked as a junior architect on various 
hotels and restaurants projects at associated architects (ar. Mahesh 
khanolkar), Mumbai-2011-12. She is visiting faculty for architectural 
design at ieS college of architecture, bandra – 2016 and 2017.
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chhabildas choudhari is a postgraduate student of 
department of geography, university of Mumbai.

tushar dalvi is a postgraduate students of department of life 
Sciences, university of Mumbai.

Juhi deshmukh is assistant professor department of psychology, 
Savitribai phule pune university. her areas of research and specialization 
include neuropsychology, positive psychology, cognitive and clinical 
psychology. Juhi deshmukh has been working on several research 
and consultancy projects in the field. She is Counsellor and Member at 
pre-litigation counsel, Family court, pune. She is also a Member of the 
central and Forensic Science laboratories, technical and evaluation 
committee, government of india. Juhi deshmukh also is attached with 
the Sakal Social Foundation, Sakal Median group as a counsellor. 

nikhil gawai is a ph.d. Research Scholar at department of 
geography, university of Mumbai.  he has been deeply involved in the 
research on geography of exclusion and Marginalisation. he is also 
involved in biodiversity conservation. he has developed expertise and 
specialization in geo-informatics after receiving training in the indian 
institute of Remote Sensing, dehradun. he is working with the konkan 
district wetland brief documentation committee as a giS Specialist 
appointed by honourable district collector with the high court order.

Shivkumar iyer is a postgraduate student of department of 
geography, university of Mumbai.

Santosh Jagdhane is a Social development expert working in 
the field since last twenty two years. He is active in social development 
field since twenty two years and has worked with the reputed NGO’s 
and corporates at various levels and presently, working with the dorf 
ketal chemicals as head-corporate Social Responsibility. he has 
received training in mental health from an institute of psychological 
health (iph) and provides services voluntarily to various organizations 
and groups on Stress Management and Rational emotive behavioural 
therapy (Rebt). he has been honoured by the word cSR day by placing 
Santosh in its 8th edition on the Sustainable development goals – 
talent listing of the 101 Most impactful cSR leaders (a global listing). he 
has been acknowledged and conferred by his holiness dr geshe Zopa 
on the 18th February, 2019 at taj lands end, Mumbai on the platform of 
et now cSR leadership award.
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Rajnandani Jaiswal is a  postgraduate student of department 
of life Sciences, university of Mumbai.

Suhas Jejurikar is a material scientist, graduated from 
department of physics, university of pune in 2007. he worked as a 
research scientist at various universities/institutes across the world. 
he joined national centre for nanoscience and nanotechnology, 
university of Mumbai in July 2012. his research interests are oxide and 
nitride semiconductors growth, fabricating micro-nano devices, etc. 
he has been awarded the dSt-tetRa award for his work in 2020 by 
Science and engineering Research board (SeRb), india

heena kamble is a  poet, academic author and ph.d in 
psychology from university of Mumbai who studied the impact 
of mindfulness induced by long-term practice of indigenous 
contemplative techniques of vipassana and yoga in the workplace 
context for her phd. She has been to oxford and germany for 
summer schools and presentations on their respective bursaries and 
scholarships.  She has taken sessions related to positive organizational 
behaviour and vipassana & Modern psychology during her phd tenure. 
She is a devoted mindfulness practitioner and has been practicing 
buddhist meditation in the theravada tradition since ten years.

ujala kumbhar is a postgraduate student of department of life 
Sciences, university of Mumbai.

anuradha Majumdar is dean of Faculty of Science and 
technology, university of Mumbai, has more than twenty four years 
of experience as an academician and scientist. She has been 
faculty in bombay college of pharmacy and her research areas 
is neuropharmacology, Metabolic pharmacology and novel drug 
delivery systems. Majumdar has successfully completed a significant 
number of government sponsored projects including aicte, bRnS-dae, 
dbt-biRac, dbt, ugc Major etc. She is a consultant to pharmaceutical 
and allied industries and has completed several industry sponsored 
projects. Recently her “proof of concept” on a drug delivery system 
platform has been selected by cipla ltd. in its innoventia drive and 
taken up by the company for further development. She is the founding 
director of the newly established centre for excellence in Maritime 
Studies.
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Shantanu Majumdar has a bachelor’s degree in computer 
engineering from the university of Mumbai. currently he is enrolled for 
the Master’s programme in environmental Science in the university of 
auckland, new Zealand to add to the wind below his wings.    

ajit Menon is currently the head of people and organisation for 
both the bank and wealth businesses at investec plc. he has over 
twenty years of experience working in the areas of culture, organisation 
development, change and human Resource. prior to investec, ajit was 
a strategic leadership and organisational consultant. he built and ran 
his own organizational consulting practice, blacklight advisory ltd. 
delivering strategic people and organisation solutions to companies 
across multiple industries and geographies. he also worked at kpMg 
in London where he worked with financial institutions across the United 
kingdom delivering large-scale change initiatives, culture advisory 
and organisational improvement projects. ajit has a doctorate in 
organisational consulting is visiting faculty at tavistock and portman 
and ucl, and recently co-authored a book “what lies beneath: how 
organisations really works,” (phoenix, 2021)

Suman Mhatre is a postgraduate student of department of life 
Sciences, university of Mumbai.

kartikey Mishra is a postgraduate student of department of life 
Sciences, university of Mumbai.

arpita naik is a phd research student at the department of 
applied psychology &amp; counselling centre, university of Mumbai. 
She is a recipient of Junior Research Fellowship and has qualified the 
ugc-nta national eligibility test, Maharashtra State eligibility test. 
She is also a language enthusiast and is currently working towards 
becoming proficient in the German and the Japanese language.

narayanan neelakanteswaran is corporate head 
of project controls, asset Management and Risk Management in 
JMc projects (india) ltd., Mumbai. he is also involved in business 
Responsibility Reporting (bRR), corporate Social Responsibility (cSR) and 
environmental, Social and governance (eSg) practice improvement. 
he has over 27 years of experience in construction business, including 
infrastructure (highways, airports, metro rail), water supply & irrigation, 
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buildings & factories etc. after graduating from nit Rourkela in civil 
engineering. JMc projects (india) ltd. is an engineering, procurement 
and construction (epc) company with over 35 years of experience 
in construction of buildings & factories, civil infrastructure projects 
(highways, flyovers, metro rail projects etc.), water supply & irrigation 
projects etc. both in india and abroad.

Shruti pandey is a Junior Research Fellow, currently pursuing her 
ph.d. from the department of philosophy, university of delhi. her work 
centres around the normative challenges raised by climate change 
as a global justice issue. She  did her master’s and under graduation 
from Miranda house, university of delhi, and has also taught there as a 
guest assistant professor. 

dhanashree patil is a faculty of botany at the br. balasaheb 
khardekar  college, vengurla, Sindhudurg, an academician and 
scientist with strong connect with the region’s sustainability concerns 
and biodiversity conservation  mission. She is an integral part of various 
conservation missions in the region  including the Mangrove Safari 
project of the Swamini group. Swamini self-help group is uniquely 
executing a role model project at Mandovi, vengurla the “Mangrove 
Safari”. 

pratik patkar is a postgraduate student of department of 
geography, university of Mumbai.

Shridhar pednekar is a ph.d research scholar, department 
of geography, university of Mumbai. he has also worked as district 
wetland brief documentation committee members for the district of 
Raigad and Sindhudurg.

aparna phadke is assistant professor in the department of 
geography, university of Mumbai. She has been engaged closely in 
innovative methods of learning to Jilla parishad school children.  She 
is also engaged in wetland protection movement in the capacity of 
expert. currently she is working on a research project sponsored by 
indian council of Social Science Research (icSSR), new delhi, iMpReSS 
on ‘urban liveability’.  She has participated in national and international 
conferences and published in peer reviewed renowned national and 
international journals.
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yashashre pradhan is a postgraduate student of 
department of life Sciences, university of Mumbai.

Shaibal Roy is president of infrastructure division in JMc projects 
(india) ltd, Mumbai. he is responsible for infrastructure business 
covering metro rail projects (elevated and underground corridors), 
highway corridors and flyovers, airports and other urban infrastructure 
projects. he has over 30 years of experience in infrastructure 
business, including metro rail projects (elevated corridors as well as 
underground corridors and stations), fly overs, highway corridors, 
hydro power projects etc. after graduating from Jadavpur university 
in civil engineering and masters in construction management from 
nicMaR pune. 

pragati Sahni is an associate professor of philosophy at the 
university of delhi. She completed her phd from the university of london 
and has been a commonwealth scholar. She was visiting professor of 
indian Studies at carleton university, ottawa, canada in 2016. her areas 
of interest include ethics, environmental philosophy and buddhist 
ethics. She is the author of Environmental Ethics in Buddhism: A Virtues 
Approach (Routledge, 2008)  and has co-edited understanding ethics 
(Macmillan, 2013).

Swarali Sahasrabudhe holds a master’s degree in i/o 
psychology from the department of psychology, Savitribai phule pune 
university. She is the recipient of “the professor v.R. kothurkar prize” for 
securing highest number of marks in psychology subject at the M.a. 
She earned her b.a. (psychology)degree from Fergusson college. She 
was associated as a teaching faculty for psychology at Symbiosis 
college (Scac), pune. She has also taught psychology at indira institute 
of management, pune. She is associated as a contributory teacher at 
the department of psychology, and liberal arts department, Sppu. She 
has presented and published her work in a national conference. 

Sami Sardar is a postgraduate student of department of life 
Sciences, university of Mumbai.

nisha Shah is an associate professor at department of life 
Sciences, University of Mumbai since 2016. She has won five young 
scientists awards and she has nineteen publications on her name. her 
field of research is Nanoscience and Pharmacognosy. She has been 
a member of biodiversity audit team of the university of Mumbai who 
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mapped and digitalised information on the biodiversity of the kalina 
campus of university of Mumbai.

arun Sharma is a ph.d research scholar at the department of 
commerce, university of Jammu. his research topic is “antecedents 
and outcomes of luxury Services experience. he has presented 
paper at Symposium on luxury Marketing and branding organized by 
american university of Sharjah dubai in collaboration with chalhoub 
Group in the year 2021. He has completed certificate course in Strategic 
Management and innovation in banking by iibF (indian institute of 
Banking and Finance). He has also qualified as Junior Research Fellow, 
national and State eligibility test exams.

komal Sharma has done her Masters and M. phil in psychology 
from the university of Jammu. She is currently pursuing her ph.d. in 
psychology from the university of Jammu, J&k. She has presented 
research papers at many national and international conferences. 

kanchan Singh is a postgraduate student of department of 
geography, university of Mumbai.

Rajdeo Singh is an assistant professor at St. Xavier’s college, 
(autonomous), Mumbai in botany department. his area of specialization 
is taxonomy of higher plants (angiosperms). he is also associated with 
several tree census of Mumbai and nearby corporations, biodiversity 
assessment survey, eia projects, etc.

Sarita Sood is an assistant professor in psychology at the 
university of Jammu, india. during her doctoral research, she worked on 
the quality of life among aged migrants.  her thrust areas are positive 
psychology, health psychology, and positive organizational behavior. 
dr. Sood is involved in providing training and conducting workshops 
for students and employees in various sectors. to her credit, she has 
scientific publications in national and international journals. She is a 
member of various professional bodies.

alka talwar is the  former  chief CSR & Sustainability Officer  of 
tata chemicals.  a cSR, corporate Sustainability, diversity & inclusion 
specialist with more than thirty five years of experience. She has worked  
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on the three elements of sustainable development especially in the 
neighbourhood and the regional governance precincts (development 
blocks) of tata chemical’s operations, covering the uk, kenya, uS 
and all of india. She has facilitated and promoted “Responsible 
Manufacturing” across the geographies focusing attention on 
Science based target initiative (Sbti) climate change, energy and 
resource efficiency, water and waste management and Biodiversity 
& greening. She is the  recipient of the “2019 - leading women award 
in the excellence category “ conferred by the world business council 
for Sustainable development (wbcSd). She has co-authored and 
published two papers-“embedding sustainability in corporations” and 
“the new corporate citizenship and development- the mediating role 
of empowerment”.

anjali tiwari is a postgraduate student of department of 
geography, university of Mumbai.

nikita tiwari is a postgraduate student of department of 
geography, university of Mumbai.


